
Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim stresses the need to focus on the achievements
represented in liberalization of Iraqi soil and not to be dragged into the

details of small violations

Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim, chairman of the Islamic Supreme Council of Iraq, stressed the need to

focus on the accomplished achieved by clearing ISIS and liberating Iraqi soil in Anbar,

Fallujah and northern Salahuddin, calling to feel proud of what has been achieved and not to

circulate the condemned violations of individual and make it general for all Mujahedeen and the

bloodshed for the sake of the homeland, noting that investigations are still going on and no

one is to justify its mistakes.

\r\n

This took place in the seventeenth Ramadan evening in his eminence office in Baghdad Saturday,

06.25.2016.
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His Eminence called the Islamic nation to return to its senses and intensify its capabilities

against its enemy, noting that the Iraqi people had documented the finest valiance in the

defense of Iraq and Islam, which ISIS is working on distorting it by spreading images of murder

and slaughtering, considering ISIS a regional and international conspiracy supported by foreign

agendas that market for fooled individuals to blow up their bodies, believing they are

defending their right and project and , but in fact they are the most losers that the holy

Quran mentioned. 
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Sayyid Ammar Al-Hakim touched on the characteristics of close associates of Imam Ali (peace be

upon him), like high principles, motivation to Jihad and putting the interest of the nation

before the personal interests, pointing out that the Mujahedeen today responded the call of

Imam Ali (peace be upon him) throughout the history when they had To Take Up Arms to defend the

land and the honor, noting that the martyr commander Sayyid Saleh Alboukhati was characterized

by discreet hard work, and his main concern was the success of the project without seeking to

be mentioned in it, indicating that the martyr was an adviser , who advised others basing on

his religious obligations, does not force his opinion on others and always refer to the

evaluation of his leadership.


